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Visualisation of N-dimensional surfaces is limited by the disability of the human
observer to picture more than three dimensions. To overcome this problem lower
dimensional slices of N-dimensional surfaces are often utilised. This method risks
omitting important domains from view. A new technique is introduced here that allows
the observer to visualise more than three dimensions without hiding any dimensions from
view. Instead of omitting some dimensions completely, all dimensions are shown but only
in the immediate neighbourhood of the present viewpoint. This is achieved by
intersecting all 2-dimensional projections of each dimension using the present observer
point as a common intersection point. The projections are spread in an either circular or
horizontal stacking arrangement in 3-dimensions with the common viewpoint in the
centre. We introduce this technique by comparing the weight spaces of two Artificial
Neural Networks (ANNs) with different update algorithms during training and report on
some observations when exploring the surface manually.
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 I. INTRODUCTION
The understanding of relationships between variables
when investigating high dimensional systems is greatly
enhanced by visualising the N-dimensional function
surface of these relationships. A number of approaches
have been used for this purpose [1]. Some of them
reduce the number of dimensions by plotting only the
dimensions of the principal components of the data
[2,3] or use multidimensional scaling to visualise
proximity relations [4]. Two or three dimensional
slices through a higher dimensional surface can
provide an insight into the relationship between
variables provided that sufficient detail is contained
along these dimensions. Ideally all dimensions should
be visible but the restrictions on human imagination
and the 2-dimensionality of paper prohibit this.
One can however display more than three
dimensions as a 3-dimensional model by only
displaying the local neighbourhood of all dimensions
at any particular view point instead of omitting
dimensions completely. Application of this technique
provides visual feedback enabling the observer to
develop strong intuitions as to behavioural
relationships between variables. This paper first
reviews the concept of an error function followed by
an introduction to the proposed visualisation
technique. An example error function is explored using
an artificial neural network as a test case and the
computational effort for an implementation is then
discussed.
 II. ERROR FUNCTIONS
The objective of a system that is to be optimised can
be captured in form of a function. Depending on the
scientific discipline used in, the function is called
Lyapunov function (dynamical systems theory),
Hamiltonian (statistical mechanics), cost function or
objective function (optimisation theory) or fitness
function (evolutionary biology) [5]. In this paper we
will refer to such a function more generally as the
error function with n degrees of freedom since this
term does not imply a decrease during dynamical
evolution. An error function is defined by a set of
variables xi, i=1,2,...,n.
E = f(x1, x2,...,xn)
Picturing the surface formed by E has advantages when
one is trying to minimise error functions, however, the
technique introduced here is not limited to the
visualisation of these cases only, any computable
multi-variate function can be explored in the manner
introduced here.
 III. THE N-DIMENSIONAL VIEWPORT
The technique described here takes n slices  parallel to
the n axes through the N-dimensional error surface
(after suitable initialisation) and plots each slice in
what we will term a viewport from now on. All 2-
dimensional viewports are subsequently overlapped to
create a final 3-dimensional merged view. Two
different methods can be used for overlapping the
viewports depending on the magnitude of the
dimensionality n.
To construct a model of the N-dimensional
surface we employ the following procedure.
1. Initially create a separate viewport vi for all
i=1,2,...,n with n being the dimensionality of the
system.
2. Pick a desired starting view point of the error
surface by initialising all xi with suitable values.
3. Plot E in every viewport vi against xi starting at xi-
b/2 to xi+b/2 in increments of δ with b being the
desired width, defining the local neighbourhood of
the viewport windows in units of xi, while holding
all other xj with j=1,2,...,n, i≠j constant at their
present values.
4. The center point in each viewport will now share a
common value for E since it is calculated by the
present values of xi as initiated and described under
point 2 above. We will call this centre point the
observer point Oi of the viewport vi. See Figure 1
for an example with n=3.
5. Merge all viewports choosing either method A, for
small n (n≤180) or using method B, for large n
(n>180).
Method A (n≤180)
Merge all views together by overlapping them in a
single view using a circular arrangement sharing the
observer points Oi as the common centre observer
point O and fanning out at equal radial distances as
shown in Figure 2.
Method B (n>180)
Merge all views into a single view using a horizontal
stacking arrangement with all viewports being placed
in parallel and observer points Oi being placed next to
each other in a line forming the common linear
observer point O as shown in Figure 3.
Figure 1 Separate viewports onto a 3-dimensional
error surface.
Figure 2 Method A: Combining all viewports in a
circular arrangement.
Figure 3 Method B: Combining all viewports in a
horizontal stacking arrangement.
 IV. EXAMINATION OF THE ERROR
SURFACE
Examination of the error surface is now achieved by
moving the observer point incrementally on the N-
dimensional error surface while updating all viewports
dynamically with re-evaluated values for E. After each
move, a change of the error surface can be observed.
Movement of the observer point can be realised
manually via appropriate computer input devices or
automatically by same optimisation algorithm with the
goal of finding the deepest valley (minimum error). A
manual inspection can be desirable for purposes of
determining an appropriate optimisation technique or
optimal tuning parameters thereof, as a manual
optimisation tool or just as a teaching aid. Observation
of an automatic adjustment process can reveal
shortcomings of techniques applied and provide
opportunities for improvement in method and
parameters.
 V. APPLICATION IN OBSERVATION OF
ANN TRAINING
The proposed technique was implemented on a Silicon
Graphics Indigo2 workstation using OpenGL. Two
identical artificial neural networks in form of (2-2-1)
multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) as shown in Figure 4
were chosen as a test case. The temporal development
of the nine-dimensional weight-space during learning
the XOR problem was followed for two different
learning algorithms while the mean squared error
(MSE) was above 0.001. The first MLP learned the
task using backpropagation, the second MLP used
bacterial chemotaxis. Backpropagation training was
first described in [6]. We did not make any attempts to
improve the learning speed by using momentum or
other methods. The learning rate was set to η=0.9.
Bacterial chemotaxis (BC) is related to Gaussian
random walk, a comparatively unknown training
algorithm for ANNs. BC and its relevance to actual
neural systems is described in detail in [7]. Since the
probability of converging to local minima decreases
Figure 4 Multilayer Perceptron (2-2-1) for XOR
problem showing the nine weights that shape the
error surface (w1, w4 and w7 are bias weights).
with an increase in dimensionality due to the presence
of extradimensional bypasses [8], random weight
starting values in the range -0.1<wi<0.1 that led to a
global minimum were chosen for BC by
experimentation. The same values were then used for
the other MLP. The purpose of the comparison was to
determine if visualisation of the weight space would
enable us to comment on observations during
development of a solution by a particular training
method, not to criticise any particular method.
As can be seen from Figure 5, the error
surface shows strong distortions along the dimensions
of the three weights leading to output unit U3 at this
point in time (strips in all figures are calculated with
b=5 and δ=0.2). Figure 6 shows a snapshot during
development of the BC training. Figure 9 depicts a
moment of backpropagation training when a state of
higher MSE is accepted.
Figure 5 Random initial point on 9-dimensional
error surface of 2-2-1 MLP learning the XOR
problem. Strips are arranged using Method A and
labelled with corresponding weight numbers.
Distortions in center strips are evidence for high
dynamics of the three weights leading to the output
unit U3 (b=5, δ=0.2). The height of the z-axis
corresponds to the MSE.
Figure 6 The error surface nearing the end of BC
training (MSE≈0.02).
A major difference in the temporal dynamics could be
observed during training of the two networks. The
backpropagation network showed fast rhythmic
pulsations caused by small weight adjustments with a
rough path up and down the error value. The bacterial
chemotaxis algorithm which only accepts downhill
changes followed a much smoother and more rapid
path. Larger updates in weight values caused larger
valleys to appear below the observer point in other
dimensions which were taken advantage of in the
following move. Figure 7 (side view) and Figure 8 (eye
point parallel with observer point) show the error
surface at the end of training. Strips are forming an
increasingly wider bowl at an MSE≈0 indicating that
units are becoming saturated at this stage.
Figure 7 The 9-dimensional error surface at the end
of learning the XOR problem via bacterial
chemotaxis. The wide bowl formed by the strips is
an indication for unit saturation to achieve a
MSE≤0.001.
Figure 8 Same as Figure 7 but viewed from same
hight as observer point O. The network has been
trained. Strip segments are transparent when
viewed from underneath.
Figure 9 Backpropagation algorithm suddenly
moving to a higher point on the strip in the centre
of the figure.
 VI. DISCUSSION OF OTHER
OBSERVATIONS
A number of observations were made when manually
exploring the error surface of the previous example.
The effect of unit saturation becomes obvious when a
single weight is increased continuously. The observer
point (MSE) will be driven to a high plateau and
subsequent changes in any other weight value are of
little use in decreasing the MSE. Unit saturation is also
visible at the end of optimisation, see Figure 7.
It was also noted that the most dynamic
response to weight changes at the beginning of training
is in the output unit (refer Figure 5). The observer
point can be found close to the center of a valley after
initialisation of the weights. Any weight update in the
afferent connections of the output unit at the beginning
of training will almost always increase the MSE
strongly. The response dynamics of the input units at
this point in time is however very flat as can also be
seen from Figure 5. Large updates here in a downhill
direction however have positive effects in terms of
what they achieve for subsequent weight updates of the
output unit. The weight update for the input units itself
will only cause a slight decrease in MSE, but create
large minima on the error surface of the output unit in
close proximity of the observer point. A subsequent
update into the minimum created here will produce a
large drop in MSE. By repeating this procedure,
training can be achieved manually with a small number
of epochs initially. Automated update procedures
could be constructed that incorporate this a priori
knowledge gained from the observation.
 VII. COMPUTATIONAL EFFORT
To calculate the N-dimensional topology of the error
surface for a MLP, the error function has to be
evaluated k times with
k = n t d
where n is the dimensionality of the problem (the
number of weights present), t is the number of
examples the network is being trained on and d is the
number of points required to produce a satisfactory
image of the error surface in a viewport d=1+2b/δ. In
the above example for b=5 and δ=0.2,
k=9·4·51=1836. All calculations have to be repeated
for every change of the observer point.
 VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper shows how error surfaces with more than
three dimensions can be visualised by displaying the
local neighbourhood of the surface in all dimensions
from any viewpoint. The technique is particularly
suited in conjunction with high speed computers that
can dynamically evaluate the landscape of N-
dimensional surfaces while the viewpoint is changed
manually by the observer in real-time or automatically
by an arbitrary optimisation algorithm. Application of
the technique has been demonstrated by observing the
result of weight responses during training two MLPs
with different training algorithms. Modifications to the
proposed technique could include the dedication of
viewports to each layer of large MLPs.
While the new technique can also be used to
manually optimise an error function, valuable insight
into the dynamics of the system under investigation
may be gained from just ‘driving’ around the surface.
An appropriate training algorithm or update rule with
suitable optimisation parameters may then be chosen
with the visual feedback providing strong intuitions as
to network learning behaviour. General properties of
ANN's responses to different training methods can be
visualised easily which makes the technique also
suitable for the teaching of concepts in neural network
learning.
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